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Each year over 450,000 large trucks are involved in crashes resulting in about 5000 fatalities and 120,000 injuries according to the most recent compilation of traffic safety facts released by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA). Overall, crashes involving large trucks comprise 4.1 percent of all crashes, but they also contribute to 12 percent of all fatalities (or one out of every nine). Furthermore, more than 85 percent of the time, the fatality was not an occupant of the truck. These numbers underscore the fact that reduction of commercial motor vehicle (CMV) crashes should be an essential element of highway safety. Granted, in 71-percent of truck-involved crashes with multiple vehicles, police assign error to passenger vehicle drivers. However, CMV driver error is still a major causal factor to truck-involved crashes. Consider that:

- Almost 30-percent of large truck drivers involved in fatal crashes had at least one prior conviction for speeding, compared to slightly less than 20-percent of the passenger vehicle drivers in fatal crashes. [1]
- A loaded tractor-trailer requires 20-40-percent further stopping distance than a car. This situation is worsened with downgrades and wet pavement. [1]
- Crashes involving trucks are more likely to involve a serious injuries or fatalities than are crashes involving only passenger vehicles. [1]
- Over the past 10 years (1992 to 2002) there has been a 31 percent increase in registered large trucks and a 40-percent increase in miles traveled by large trucks. [1]

One means to lower the amount of CMV driver errors is to improve driver performance through CMV Onboard monitoring systems, coupled with appropriate feedback to the driver. Onboard monitoring may provide a mechanism to encourage good driving behavior by recognizing and correcting self-induced hazardous driving situations. This is the basis for a Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration Cooperative Agreement with Caltrans, which has turned into an active PATH project (with CCIT (California Center for Innovative Transportation) assistance, particularly in the area of system administration), Onboard Monitoring and Reporting for Commercial Motor Vehicle Safety (which we simply dub OBMS).
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Heavy truck traffic has been growing faster than passenger vehicle traffic in recent decades, and all indications are that this trend will continue in the future. Truck traffic has become a significant contributor to congestion problems on many highways, especially in the vicinity of ports and industrial and warehousing districts. At the same time, the general congestion of the road transportation system has become a serious cost and inefficiency penalty to truck operations. This has broader negative implications for the economic health of our major ports and urban areas, as well as for the productivity and competitiveness of the state and national economies.

Modern manufacturing and logistics operations have become increasingly sensitive to congestion delays. The productivity improvements from “Just in time” production processes and from the minimization of inventories stored in warehouses and factories can only be gained if the transportation system supports timely and predictable delivery schedules. If operations are designed assuming such timely and predictable deliveries, but congestion delays prevent them from being realized, the economic consequences can be severe, well beyond the direct costs of the additional time of truck operations.

**Truck-only lanes**

As traffic congestion has worsened, while goods movement has become less tolerant of delays, interest has grown in the possibility of developing special-purpose truck-only lanes. Studies have addressed the possibilities of adding truck-only lanes on I-10 from coast to coast, on I-81 in Virginia, on three freeways connecting the Los Angeles/Long Beach port complex to inland rail terminals (I-710, SR-60, I-15) and in several corridors crossing Texas. The Reason Foundation issued a highly publicized report advocating the development of a national network of tolled truck-only lanes [1].

A variety of factors contribute to the desirability of separating heavy trucks from passenger car traffic on highways that handle large volumes of truck traffic:

- enabling trucks to bypass congestion produced by passenger cars, especially with major ports being concentrated in the most congested urban regions
- providing more reliable and shorter travel times for time-critical cargoes, especially in just-in-time production and goods distribution
- opening opportunities for financing new facilities using tolls related to the benefits the trucks gain from use of those facilities
- avoiding hazardous driving conditions for trucks caused by the behavior of drivers of passenger cars
- avoiding serious crashes between vehicles of dramatically different mass and stiffness
- facilitating efficient matching of structural and pavement strength and durability to the loads that will be imposed (heavy-duty designs for truck lanes and light-duty designs for passenger car lanes), saving overall roadway construction and maintenance costs.

Despite these important potential benefits, there has been little progress on implementation of dedicated truck lanes in the U.S. The impediments to implementation are generally associated with the high costs of new infrastructure construction and unavailability of right of way in the congested urban regions where truck lanes are most needed. The SR-60 study illustrated these challenges, with an estimated price tag of $4.3 billion for a 38-mile truck facility, much of which would have had to be elevated because of right of way constraints [2].

**Opportunities with truck automation**

A series of PATH research and development projects supported the design, development and testing of automatic lateral (steering) and longitudinal (platooning) control of Class-8 tractor-trailer trucks, culminating in tests in late 2003 that included direct measurements of fuel consumption and emissions for trucks driving individually and as both leader and follower in a two-truck automated platoon at separations ranging from 3 m to 10 m [3,4]. See Figure 1 for a picture of the truck testing at 3 m separation and figure 2 for a truck being tested under automatic steering control. The automation technologies can smooth out acceleration and braking profiles of the trucks, saving fuel and emissions as well as damage to fragile cargoes. When used to couple trucks close together, automation can also reduce aerodynamic drag by enough to save significant amounts of fuel and CO2 emissions (in the range of 10% to 25% [3,4]) and potentially some smaller amounts of regulated pollutant emissions as well.

The size of the truck lane infrastructure and its right of way needs could be reduced significantly if the trucks using the lanes were to be driven under automatic control, using ITS technologies. Automatic steering control makes it possible for trucks to track their lanes accurately, so that lane width could be reduced from the standard 12 feet to the range of 10 to 10.5 feet (except in sharp curves, where the trailer wheels cannot follow the tracks of the tractor wheels). Even more significantly, electronic coupling of trucks into close-formation platoons of three trucks makes it possible to double the truck capacity per highway lane (from about 750 to 1500 trucks per hour) [5], while simultaneously reducing the aerodynamic drag on the trucks, saving considerable energy. This doubling of capacity means that even in corridors with very high truck volumes (approaches to major California ports), it should be possible to serve those volumes with one lane in each direction instead of two lanes (plus shoulders in both cases).

Although the ITS technologies for automating trucks have been demonstrated on test tracks, they have not yet been introduced into revenue service because they are not designed to coexist with conventional vehicle traffic on existing highways. The automation technologies can be made safe when all vehicles sharing the facility are suitably equipped with communication and control technologies, but they cannot ensure safety in all possible hazardous conditions introduced by unsafe driving behaviors by the drivers of other vehicles or failures of those vehicles. Thus, they need the security of dedicated, barrier-separated truck lanes in order to be able to provide the other aforementioned benefits in terms of truck operational efficiency, productivity and fuel savings.

So, dedicated truck lanes could facilitate the application of ITS truck automation and truck automation could facilitate the introduction of dedicated truck lanes, providing an attractive synergy.

**Chicago need and opportunity**

Chicago is the hub of the nation’s goods movement system, a major industrial center in its own right, but also the place where the railroads that serve the eastern side of the continent connect to their counterparts serving the western side of the continent. These railroads are not as well connected to each other by steel rails as they would prefer, with the result that many shipping containers and trailers need to be transferred between rail terminals by trucks. These truck transfers impose significant costs and delays on the freight movements, but they also impose serious traffic congestion, noise and pollution burdens on Chicago’s residents. These problems have motivated previous attempts to improve truck connectivity among terminals, including an important federally-funded study in 1981 [6].

Under the auspices of the Cooperative Vehicle-Highway Automation Systems (CVHAS) pooled-fund study, with continued on page 6
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Project background

Faced with rising fuel and health care costs, and labor shortages the trucking industry urgently needs a significant increase in fuel, equipment and driver productivity. A major method for achieving such an increase is to transport freight with larger trailer capacity. A method would be to use a group of large trucks known as the longer combination vehicles (LCVs). LCVs include three major configurations: Rocky Mountain Double (a tractor-semitrailer combination plus an additional trailer up to 28 feet), Turnpike Double (a tractor hauling two trailers up to 48 feet each), and Triple (a tractor hauling three trailers up to 28 feet each). Twenty states permit one or more of these configurations on selected highways and access roads.

LCV operations not only raise safety concerns for the surrounding traffic and the LCV drivers themselves but also can damage roadways not equipped to support the operations. Size and weight limits on trucking operations have long been imposed and were motivated to limit the possible safety and infrastructure hazards. The Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991 (ISTEA) (P.L. 102-240) imposed an "LCV freeze" prohibiting all 50 states from allowing any expansion of LCV operations either in terms of routes upon which LCVs may operate or in terms of the vehicle weights or dimensions that may be allowed. The Transportation Equity Act for the 21st Century (TEA-21) (P.L. 105-85) kept the LCV freeze. 2003 Senate Joint Resolution No. 7 of the State of California “respectfully memorialize the President and the Congress of the United States to maintain the current federal truck size and weight limitations and to oppose proposals to experiment with longer and heavier trucks on public highways in the reauthorization of the federal Transportation Equity Act for the 21st Century (Public Law 105-178)." The railroad industry also voiced its strong opposition to relaxing the size and weight limits for fear that such relaxation may lure business away from the railroad; it views trucking industry’s use of the national highway system as governmental subsidy of the trucking industry. Several activist alliances have been formed to oppose relaxation of limitations on truck size and weight. With these opposing forces, expansion of LCV operations for the purpose of a significant increase in productivity appears difficult at a time when such an increase seems to be needed more than ever.

Discussions about truck size and weight limitations or about the use of LCV operations are predicated on the use of conventional tractors and trailers. The industry and the research community seem resigned to the status quo and
are not exploring the use of modern vehicle automation technology to improve LCV operations. We observed that a root cause of several major issues associated with LCV operations is the problem of off-tracking, during either low-speed or high-speed travel. We believe that this off-tracking problem can be drastically reduced with a new operational concept and corresponding partial-automation technology: automated trailer steering (ATS). With respect to the “dumb” trailers being used today, trailers equipped with such automated trailer steering may be called “intelligent trailers.”

This one-year $58K project was motivated to study the potential of automated trailer steering for LCV and other large-truck operations, particularly from the perspectives of productivity, safety and roadway geometry. In this research, we developed vehicle-dynamics models to show the potential of automated trailer steering in drastically reducing off-tracking for several critical scenarios. The per-tractor productivity gain achievable with LCVs is relatively clear. The proposed technology of automated trailer steering can also be used to create a new mode of operations in which a tractor can pull a larger number of short trailers. We refer to such combination vehicles as Shorter Trailer Combination Vehicles (STCVs) and the corresponding operations as STCV operations. Such operations can be used not only for trucking on the nation’s roadway systems but also for other operations involving towed vehicles, e.g., warehouse operations where a tractor pulls a number of vehicles carrying merchandise for storage or dispensing. In this article, we focus on (a) off-tracking reduction with automated trailer steering and (b) productivity improvement with STCV operations for household-freight moving companies, i.e., the “van lines.”


Vehicle-dynamics models for longer combination vehicles and drastic reduction of off-tracking

We extended the linear yaw-plane model developed by Wu and Lin (2003) for a tractor and one trailer to include up to two additional trailers. For Wu and Lin’s tractor-and-one-trailer problem, there are three degrees of freedom corresponding to side slip velocity, yawing motion of the tractor and trailer, and the articulation angle between the tractor and the trailer. For a tractor-and-three-trailers system considered in this project, the articulation angles between trailer 1 and trailer 2, and between trailer 2 and trailer 3 provide two additional degrees of freedom, resulting in a five-degree-of-freedom motion. Only the front axle of a trailer is equipped with steering capability. Tractor and trailer units are considered as rigid masses with body-fixed coordinates centered on the mass centers of the units. Aerodynamic forces, rolling and pitching motions, braking inputs and the longitudinal forces generated by tires and road interactions are neglected. Lateral forces generated by tires and road interactions, which constitute the main influence on yaw dynamics and lateral stability, are of course included in the model. Each wheel in this zero-vehicle-width model represents an axle. Using Newton’s second law, equations of motion were derived for the tractor and trailer units. The equations were linearized under the small-displacements assumption. Further simplification was achieved by assuming steady forward speed.

For each of a set of tractor steering angles selected for the purpose of a 90-degree turn, steering angles for the trailers that reduce off-tracking significantly were identified. Low-speed off-tracking occurs when the wheels of the rearmost trailer axle traverse a path inside the path of the tractor’s front steering axle. We examined low-speed off-tracking for articulated systems with 1, 2 and 3 trailers at a low speed of \( V_x = 5 \) ft/sec (or 3.4 miles/hour) during a 90-degree turn. For a case of three trailers, off-tracking is reduced from 3.7 ft to 0.6 ft. For low-speed 90-degree turns, trailer steering also reduces the minimum turning radius.

We also examined high-speed off-tracking for 1-, 2-, and 3-trailer systems with a forward speed of \( V_x = 50 \) ft/sec (or 34.2 miles/hour) during a 90-degree turn. In high-
funding from Caltrans and several other state DOTs, PATH led a new study of the opportunities to improve freight movement in the Chicago region by use of dedicated truck lanes, with and without the application of truck automation technology. Local knowledge and stakeholder interactions were provided by Illinois DOT (IDOT) and the Chicago Area Transportation Study (CATS), the regional MPO, with support from the University of Illinois at Chicago (UIC).

CATS provided their extensive knowledge of the local goods movement system and its likely future trends, as well as of available rights of way that could be considered for new truckways. Based on that information, two candidate networks of truckways were defined, a near-term network relying on under-utilized rail rights of way to connect older rail terminals within the Chicago city limits, and a longer-term network to add two newer exurban terminals using available state highway right of way through suburban and rural areas. Study efforts focused on the near-term network, as shown in Figure 3.

Chicago case study analyses

The costs and benefits of several truckway scenarios were evaluated compared to a base case representing the current and programmed highway network for the Chicago region, using the CATS regional transportation planning model. The proposed truck regional planning model was run to estimate the diversion of truck traffic from the existing highways and arterials to the new facilities (assuming no tolls and with a toll of $0.15/mile, comparable to current truck tolls on the Tri-State Tollway).

The primary costs to consider involved the construction of the truckway and the addition of automation capabilities to the trucks that would use it. These included automatic steering control, automated platooning at short spacings, and fully automated driving (combining both of the previous functions). The benefit categories were time savings by trucks and other road users and fuel savings by trucks. Although safety improvements would also be expected, there was no reasonable way of quantifying their benefits, so they were not included in the analysis.

The truckway construction costs were estimated separately for nine segments of the near-term system shown in Figure 3, based on specific local conditions and the best available data on costs of constructing major highway projects in the Chicago region in recent years. At-grade construction costs ranged from $1.5 million to $6.5 million per lane mile, and bridge construction costs (where needed to span rivers or existing highways) ranged from $20 million to $60 million per lane mile (for one major bridge over the Calumet River at the Indiana state line). The right of way width was estimated based on the widths of the truck lanes plus shoulder lanes and barriers, and a unit acquisition cost of $3.93 per square foot was assigned, based on the cost of industrial land in Chicago-Cook County.
Dedicated truck lanes, without automation

Even without considering the use of automation technology on the trucks, the implementation of the truckway was found to be highly beneficial. By smoothing the flow of truck traffic and enabling it to shift from congested arterials and freeways to free flow on the truckways, there were modest savings in fuel consumption. The more dramatic benefits were from travel time savings, which averaged 0.7% for passenger cars in the region but 3.8% for heavy trucks in the region. Over a 20-year study period, these time savings were estimated to be worth over $2.9 billion, of which more than $1.1 billion was saved by the trucks (at a rate of $65/hour in current dollars). The construction and right of way costs for the truckway totaled $790 million, and after addition of annual operating and maintenance costs, the ratio of benefits to costs exceeded 3.6.

It is important to note that the projected growth in truck traffic was such that a truckway with a single traffic lane in each direction would have reached its capacity mid-way through the study period, so the analysis assumed that a second lane in each direction would be added at that time, significantly impacting the cost of implementation.

Effects of adding automation capabilities to trucks

For the Chicago region scenario, the primary automation benefits were associated with automated platooning at short spacings rather than with automatic steering or fully automated driving. The main advantage of automatic steering is the opportunity to reduce lane width, thereby saving construction and right of way costs. However, the lane width can only be reduced if all the trucks using the lane are suitably equipped, which introduces a "chicken and egg" deployment challenge. In the Chicago case study context, this would have required equipping all the trucks that would use the new facility with automatic steering from the start, limiting the number of trucks that could benefit from its use and imposing relatively high capital costs per truck while the technology was still relatively immature. This would have been less cost effective than implementing the truckways entirely with conventional technology.

Two different kinds of benefits were found for the automated platooning technology in this case study. When the trucks are driven with small separations between them, the aerodynamic drag is reduced on both the leading and trailing trucks, but somewhat more for the trailing truck. Figure 4 shows the percentage of fuel savings that could be achieved, based on the results of PATH research led by Prof. Fred Browand of USC [4]. The small dots show the results derived from an extensive series of wind-tunnel tests of scale models of tractor-trailer trucks, with a cab-over-engine tractor. The larger circles show the results from the full-scale tests of the trucks shown in Figure 1. The drag reductions are not as large for the trailing truck in these data, primarily because the engine-forward tractor design leaves a significantly larger gap between the trailers than the cab-over-engine design of the scale models. The close spacing between trucks was estimated to save 15% of the fuel consumed by the trucks driving on the truckways, based on the results reported in [4]. At the time of the study, the diesel fuel cost was $1.50 per gallon, so the estimated savings in the analysis would be doubled if the analysis were to be repeated today.

The larger advantage of the automated platooning technology was the increase in the capacity per lane that it enabled. With the doubling of the truck capacity per lane [5], it was not necessary to add a second lane in each direction to accommodate traffic growth, leading to a significant saving in construction and right of way costs ($527 million, rather than $790 million).

The most challenging consideration in implementing the truck automation technology involves the timing of its introduction into the truck fleet. In the early years of the

"With the doubling of the truck capacity per lane, it was not necessary to add a second lane in each direction to accommodate traffic growth, leading to a significant saving in construction and right of way costs"
June 12, 2006 marked the début of the EasyConnect field test, a unique inter-modal transportation program coordinated by researchers at California PATH. EasyConnect enables businesses within a four mile radius of the Pleasant Hill Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) District station to rent shared-use bicycles, electric bicycles, and Segway® Human Transporters (HTs) for their employees to use for commuting and daytime travel. Instead of driving all the way to work, participants can now take transit and carpool—saving fuel, reducing emissions and congestion, and lessening demand for limited parking in the area.

Each morning, employees can check out a bicycle or Segway HT from an electronic locker at the Pleasant Hill BART station and then ride to work along the scenic Iron-Horse Trail, for instance. Units are also available for rental from nearby offices as well for off-site meetings, errands, or lunch appointments. At the end of the day, employees can ride the bicycles or Segway HTs back to the station, where they are stored and recharged in electronic lockers.

The Pleasant Hill BART station was chosen as the base for the project because of its proximity to Contra Costa Centre, a well-planned business and residential development. The Centre is also the future site of a “transit village,” currently under construction, that is designed to facilitate occupants’ use of public transit.

Approximately ten companies and more than 25 employees have already signed up to participate during the initial recruitment phase of the project. The PATH team is actively recruiting additional employers and employees to participate through the summer. Businesses pay $150 per vehicle per month, which allows their employees to use the HTs and bikes for free, after taking a short training course. Segway, Inc. has loaned the program 10 of its unique self-balancing, electric vehicles called Human Transporters or HTs, and Giant Bicycle, Inc. has loaned 10 bicycles to the program: five electric and five standard models.

The employer shared-use rental model appears to be unique to EasyConnect among bicycle-sharing programs in the U.S. and Europe, and the transit linkage of the Segway HTs is novel in the U.S. One other city-based program that explicitly links Segway HTs to transit stations and transit use is the “Oxygen Network” in Lille, France. An “Oxygen Station” and “Oxygen Boutique,” operated by a private company and funded by government subsidies, allows individuals to rent any of the 16 Segways HTs and 25 electric bicycles available in intervals ranging from one half-hour to monthly. Discounts are given to those who use public transportation. The Oxygen Boutique is conveniently located at a railway station, while the Oxygen Station resides near a parking lot, increasing the likelihood that the devices will be used to finish the final leg of trips.

The California Department of Transportation is supporting the EasyConnect program with $369,000 in grants. Another $131,000 in funding is provided by grants from the Metropolitan Transportation Commission, the Bay Area Quality Management District, Contra Costa Centre, Contra Costa County, 511 Contra Costa, Segway, Inc., and Giant Bicycles. A total of $530,000 is supporting this effort.

Preliminary field test results will be available next summer and the final evaluation will be completed six months after the close of the field test. The program evaluation will gauge the effect of the program on transit access, transit use, auto travel, and local parking.
If successful, EasyConnect will be expanded to other areas of California. The plan is to eventually combine the project at the Pleasant Hill BART station with other successful transportation technologies, such as smart parking reservation services, real-time freeway and transit information signage, carsharing (short-term auto use), and power supplied by a hydrogen fuel cell to support a small electric vehicle and the Segway HTs.

For more information about EasyConnect see:


“Improving Bay Area Rapid Transit District Connectivity and Access with the Segway Human Transporter and Other Low-Speed Mobility Devices.” Susan A. Shaheen, Caroline J. Rodier, Amanda Eaken. Transportation Research Record, (2005).


Available for download at http://www.innovativemobility.org/
technology, when it is only produced in limited quantities, the unit costs will be significantly higher than in later years when it is produced in larger quantities, with economies of scale. For purposes of this study, the cost per truck for adding the full automation capabilities was estimated to be $23 K in the near term, when they are produced in quantities of hundreds per year on a national basis, and $4.6 K in the longer term, when they are produced in thousands per year. This has a strong impact on the overall system cost estimates, particularly when considering the large number of trucks that would have to be equipped in a major urban region such as Chicago (18,500 trucks assumed in this analysis).

Because of the sensitivity of the truck costs to the deployment staging, the preferred case for the Chicago case study involved deploying the automation technology after the dedicated truck lanes were already being well used by conventionally equipped trucks. In this case, the travel time savings from the truck lanes could be gained by any truck as soon as the facility was placed in service, while the capacity-enhancing benefits of the truck platooning would become important ten years later, when it would help accommodate the traffic growth and avoid the need to add a lane in each direction. With the truck automation implemented ten years after the truckway opening, the incremental costs of the truck automation equipment (about $40 million in current-year dollars) would be significantly less than the saving in construction and right of way costs from avoiding the need to add lanes to accommodate traffic growth ($263 million).

After all the other cost and benefit details were accounted for, the project-level B/C ratio for the preferred alternative, with application of truck automation ten years after the opening of the truckway, was 5.15. Starting from the alternative with truck-only lanes and no automation, the incremental benefit to cost ratio of adding the truck platooning capability was about 7.6, primarily because of the benefit associated with avoiding the need to expand the truck facility to meet growing truck traffic demand.

Summary

This study has helped to show the synergy between dedicated truck lanes and truck automation, made tangible by reference to a site-specific case study in a real urban environment, Chicago. The cost of providing the needed capacity on the dedicated truck lanes can be reduced significantly by taking advantage of the capacity-enhancing capabilities of truck platooning. At the same time, dedicated truck lanes provide a protected environment where implementation of truck automation can be effected with a high probability of trucks being able to follow each other directly, without interference from light duty vehicles, and with reduced technical and safety risks compared to implementations that would require coexistence with unequipped passenger cars. More details on this study can be found in [7] and [8].
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The OBMS project is slated to produce a prototypical suite of hardware on a Freightliner Century Class (Figure 1) truck at the Richmond Field Station.

The hardware suite allows for online measurement of a set of driving characteristics which are indicators of unsafe driving behavior. These characteristics include speed, following distance, lane keeping performance, safety belt use, and the use of turn signals. Feedback can be provided to the driver, either directly or through carrier management, to allow drivers to significantly improve their safety performance. For example, if a driver receives a report that he/she is not using his/her turn signals during lane changes, that driver can then be monitored during a follow up period to determine if feedback had corrected the deficiency. This concept would be pioneered in commercial fleets because they have the resources and organizational structure to provide feedback and training to professional drivers.

We are currently working with a Los Angeles-based fleet of 100 drivers to determine the suitability of this hardware suite to the firm’s management and truckers. In the late fall, after results are in, we will work with FMCSA and Caltrans – and maybe this fleet – to conduct a Field Operational Test, which would replicate this suite on a host of other vehicles and determine the technical and operational effectiveness of our OBMS suite of monitoring systems.

Figure 2 diagrams the prototype OBMS currently under development. Right now, the OBMS consists of six sub-systems:

- Core system
- Sensing equipment
- Data storage devices
- Real-time feedback devices
- Driver input devices
- Offline analysis tools.

In general, as the driver begins travel, the core system monitors driving behavior based on information obtained from the sensing equipment. Specifically, the core system stores a set of recommended driving behaviors as the reference. These behaviors will be based on values determined during the initial installation and testing (e.g., an acceptable violation of the speed limit) a review of the relevant literature, and, in the case of Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) devices, manufacturer input. The system will compare driving behavior with referenced behavior, and its primarily intended use is to save event data into storage for carrier safety managers to process. It will also be used, where practicable and already within the COTS capabilities, to provide alerts to the driver. The data recorded in the storage devices can be processed by an offline analysis tool in the carrier back office. The offline analysis produces individual driver safety metrics which can be tracked over time.

In general, as the driver begins travel, the core system monitors driving behavior based on information obtained from the sensing equipment. Specifically, the core system stores a set of recommended driving behaviors as the reference. These behaviors will be based on values determined during the initial installation and testing (e.g., an acceptable violation of the speed limit) a review of the relevant literature, and, in the case of Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) devices, manufacturer input. The system will compare driving behavior with referenced behavior, and its primarily intended use is to save event data into storage for carrier safety managers to process. It will also be used, where practicable and already within the COTS capabilities, to provide alerts to the driver. The data recorded in the storage devices can be processed by an offline analysis tool in the carrier back office. The offline analysis produces individual driver safety metrics which can be tracked over time.
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The OBMS will perform the following operating modes:
- Driver identification
- Monitoring, recording, and as available, real-time feedback during normal driving conditions
- Incident and event recording
- Reporting (generated from system logs)
- Idle mode (when ignition is off)

Functionally, the system will monitor following parameters:

1. Driving behaviors related to vehicle speed

This includes vehicle speed relative to speed limit, with speed transgressions recorded in storage devices. In this case, a visual/audible warning shall be given to the driver since this can be done quite easily, and speeding is widely acknowledged to be dangerous.

Another monitored parameter will be vehicle speed relative to safe curve speed, as determined by an online calculation of vehicle dynamics, coupled with road surface sensing. The feedback approach for unsafe speed is TBD.

Also to be measured is vehicle speed relative to roadway (weather) condition. The OBMS will provide offline analysis on the roadway and weather conditions by using information, such as stored regional weather map, wiper usage, and an in situ road surface (ice vs. no ice) sensor. The envisioned system will obtain wiper usage by COTS sensors mounted onboard (as wiper usage is not part of the serial data bus stream). The feedback approach for unsafe speed is TBD.

The final driver behavior related to vehicle speed to be monitored will be vehicle speed relative to traffic flow. The OBMS will include an Eaton VORAD EVT-300 with lane change detection. The feedback approach for unsafe speed is TBD.

2. Driving behaviors related to following distance

This relates to following too close for the combination of traveling speed and trailer loading. The OBMS will use the same EVT-300 used to determine vehicle speed relative to traffic flow. In this case, however, the OBMS shall also combine EVT-300 information with the speedometer reading available through the truck data bus to determine unsafe following distance. Because of the risk of this behavior and the (relative) ease in displaying a warning, the OBMS shall provide real-time feedback in the form of a warning/status light in addition to offline processing and feedback.

Another monitored parameter will be following too close for weather conditions. The OBMS will provide, at a minimum, offline analysis on the roadway and weather conditions by employing information, such as stored regional weather map, wiper usage, and sensor output of road surface (ice vs. no ice) condition. If it is feasible to do so, real-time information will be given to the driver. The feedback approach for the unsafe following distance is TBD.

Also recorded will be hard braking events and the causes to include cut-ins. To do so requires speedometer, accelerometer, and video camera data. The OBMS will use DriveCAM, a product that combines accelerometer and video camera. Delayed or off-line feedback with summary statistics will be given to the driver.

3. Driving behaviors related to lateral control

Lane position and lane changes will be recorded. The OBMS system will be Assistware’s systems to provide lane position with respect to the lane marking. Such commercial systems can provide real-time lane departure warning in the form of a visual/audible warning. Delayed or offline feedback with summary statistics shall be given to the driver.

The use of turn signal before merging. The OBMS will include a turn signal “on” detector, for which we will wire. Delayed or off-line feedback with summary statistics will be given to the driver.

Also recorded will be side or blind spot vehicle presence during lane changes. The system will use a TBD side collision warning system to determine blind spot vehicle presence. The side collision warning system will provide real-time feedback in the form of a visual/audible signal to the driver. Delayed or offline feedback with summary statistics shall be given to the driver.

4. Other driving behaviors

A surrogate measure of driver fatigue will be recorded. The OBMS will incorporate the lane departure warning system to examine driver fatigue. The lane departure warning system shall give a real-time visual or audible warning to the driver.

Hours of service will be recorded. The system will utilize a COTS product to record such HOS information.

Driving behavior at intersections will be monitored. The primary candidate system incorporate GPS/GIS and speedometer information with NAVTEQ’s system to determine if the vehicle stops for stop signs. Delayed or off-line feedback with summary statistics based on recorded data shall be given to the driver.

In addition, driver attention will be monitored. While the most direct measure for both distraction and drowsiness is monitoring eye scan behavior; the cost for such systems is prohibitive at this point. The primary candidate system, therefore, will use recognized (e.g., [2]) surrogate measures including steering input, lane position, and pedal inputs. The offline feedback with summary statistics will be given to the driver. 
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speed off-tracking, the trailer units move outward due to lateral accelerations. For a case of three trailers, the severe off-tracking of 22 ft is reduced significantly to 4 ft. These drastic reductions of off-tracking can benefit the operations of all large trucks, including the ubiquitous tractor-semi-trailer combinations, regular (“STAA”) doubles and LCV’s. For high-speed 90-degree turns, trailer steering causes the whole tractor-trailer(s) combination to negotiate a larger turn radius.

It is well known that low- and high-speed off-tracking for Rocky Mountain doubles and turnpike doubles is more severe than that for tractor-triple-trailer combinations. We expect that automated trailer steering is even more beneficial for these two categories of two-trailer LCVs. We also studied trailer yaw velocities, slip velocities, lateral forces and the effect of steering-axle location on the stability of the systems during a lane change.

A linear stability analysis indicates that adding non-steered trailer(s) considerably reduces system lateral stability and that the trailer steering-axle location plays a critical role in such stability. We believe that implementation of automated trailer steering should reduce LCV off-tracking significantly. Developing control algorithms and mechanisms is a worthy research subject for reducing the safety and infrastructure hazards associated with large-truck operations.

The findings on vehicle-dynamics models and their applications to off-tracking reduction have been summarized in “Effect of Multi-Axle Steering on Off-tracking and Dynamic Lateral Response of Articulated Tractor-Trailer Combinations,” which has been accepted for publication in a forthcoming issue of the International Journal of Heavy Vehicle Systems.

A new mode of freight transportation – short trailer combination vehicles

A truck may safely haul a larger number of shorter trailers, and hence have a higher productivity potential for the Less-Than-Truck-Load (LTL) freight industry, particularly those segments of the LTL industry in which loading, packing, load balancing, picking and unloading, account for a significant amount of the total time of truck operation. For example, in the “van-line” industry, an 18-wheeler typically hauls belongings of multiple households and parks at a destination for either loading or unloading while the rest of the load or at least the tractor waits for hours or even a day. A solution to this problem is the use of the short trailers that can be easily coupled and decoupled from the tractor, and hence the trailers can be dropped off for loading and unloading by local loading/unloading specialists or the customer before and after transportation. This allows the truck to do what it is meant to do: traveling, not waiting. This cuts down on the idle time for truck, the driver and the freight. The productivity of trucks is also a function of the pickup and delivery strategy used for the trucks. The objective of

Endnote

The general case for truck driver monitoring in the trucking industry has already been made through research sponsored by the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA) and is best summarized in a technical brief [3]. In its most simplistic form, the behavior-based safety approach is a method for improving safety, by which, behaviors critical to safety are identified and monitored. Safe behavior is rewarded and unsafe behavior is discouraged and improved upon, thereby proactively improving overall safety.

While strict driver training programs, vehicle safety inspections, and the constant monitoring of crash statistics have all been means for monitoring safety in the past, the advent of cheap sensing technologies has made possible the continuous monitoring speed, headway, and other driving parameters. This new technology provides the fundamentals to enable a true behavior-based safety approach. Implementing an onboard driver-monitoring behavior-based safety approach requires four steps:

1. Identify behaviors which may be precursors to increased crash rates.
2. Determine cost-effective ways to monitor safe and unsafe behaviors.
3. Determine the best way to provide the driver with feedback which rewards safe behavior and discourages unsafe behavior.
4. Establish management and driver acceptance to the program.

In the road ahead, we look forward to prototyping, testing and with the future potential FOT, implementing and evaluating, OBMS.
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our study was to minimize the total cost, which may include the fixed vehicle cost and the travel cost, while satisfying all customer demand.

In this project, we consider a stochastic multi-vehicle pick-up and delivery problem with random demand (request arrival, load, loading time, unloading time, pickup location, delivery location and delivery due date) with a focus on productivity comparison between the conventional mode of transportation and a new mode of freight transportation using Short Trailer Combination Vehicles (STCVs).

Two transportation strategies are evaluated: the conventional point-to-point strategy and a hub-and-spoke strategy for the empty trailers. In the conventional point-to-point strategy, a truck, with its tractor and semi-trailer always traveling together as one unit, always travel directly from one city to another. The empty-trailer hub-and-spoke strategy is characterized as follows:

- A small number of cities are selected as trailer hubs or, simply, hubs. Each trailer hub serves several cities, and each city is served by only one trailer hub.
- An empty trailer is always hauled to, stored, and dispatched from the hub serving the city where the empty trailer is located.
- Each truck is dedicated to serving one and only one of the two functions: (a) hauling loaded trailers from the pick-up location directly to the delivery location (without regard to the empty-trailer hubs) and (b) hauling empty trailers (after being unloaded) from the delivery location to the serving empty-trailer hub and hauling empty trailers from an empty-trailer hub to a pick-up location within the serving area for loading.

Computer simulation models have been developed to represent and analyze the operating concepts and the logistics for the STCV mode versus the conventional mode. The objective of the simulation was to determine the number of trucks and trailers, the pickup and delivery dispatch rule, and the type of transportation strategy that optimize various performance measures, in particular the cycle time (time in system), throughput, and tardiness of a demand order, for both the STCV mode and the conventional mode of operation. These two operational modes are evaluated and different input parameters of the individual strategies are varied to study their impact on the productivity of the system. ProModel is the simulation software used for this study. A quantitative evaluation of the expected gain in logistics efficiency is performed from the simulation output results. Both operational modes assume the same amounts of resources, e.g., truck weight capacity. However, the weight capacity for the STCV mode is distributed across a larger number of trailers. In the conventional mode of operation, the simulation assumes one large trailer for each truck whereas the STCV model assumes that a truck can pull three smaller trailers of total equal weight as what it can in the conventional model. Furthermore, the STCV simulation model allows the decoupling of the small trailers from the tractor for loading and unloading operations. Therefore, the tractor is freed to travel to other pickup and/or delivery locations during the loading and unloading operation for the trailer.

To make the study more realistic, we conducted a numerical analysis and comparison for the state of California. Twenty cities in California are selected as demand origins and destinations in this study. A network of roads is assumed for routing a truck between the pickup/delivery locations.

The productivity gains of the STCV mode of operation versus the conventional mode of operation is a function of the system capacity and demand pattern. These are scenarios where system truck capacity is limited, and hence freeing the trucks from the loading and unloading tasks will have a significant productivity gain. However, in scenarios where truck capacities are sufficient to meet the demand pattern, the conventional mode may outperform the SCTV mode of operation since the extra travel time from the hub to the pickup location and the random waiting time for two different types of trucks can offset the productivity gained from freeing the truck from the loading and unloading task.

The findings on STCV operations have been summarized in “A Simulation Study of the Productivity of Large Trucks with Shorter Trailers and Empty-Trailor Hubs,” which has been accepted by the International Journal of Industrial and Systems Engineering for publication in 2007.
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